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Degrees of mirativity 
Kalyanamalini SAHOO & Maarten LEMMENS 
Université de Lille & UMR 8163 STL, France 
 

Abstract 
 
This paper studies degrees of mirativity as grammaticalised in the Indo-Aryan language Odia by four 

light verb constructions, asymmetric complex predicates combining a lexical verb with a (partially) 
bleached light verb. As such, these light verb constructions can be considered non-parasitic expressions 
of mirativity. The present paper adds a number of important new insights to the discussion of mirativity. 
Firstly, we show that mirativity is a complex category which, next to the prototypical notion of surprise, 
also comprises the notion of “unsupposedness”. Secondly, we demonstrate that the four constructions 
vary in the degree of mirativity they express. These differences can be related to features of transitivity, 
such as volitionality or control and affectedness (as contextually realised by the process size, impact, 
force, or scope). This hypothesis is confirmed by two corpus studies: a collostructional analysis (based 
on verb types) and a comparison of contexts for constructional minimal pairs. [148 words] 

Keywords: mirativity, light verb, collostructional analysis, completion, volitionality, affectedness 

 

1. Odia light verbs: non-parasitic expressions of mirativity 

Since DeLancey (1997), there has been a growing interest in how languages express unexpectedness or 

surprise, notions that have been grouped under the cover term ‘mirativity’. For example, in English, 

(explicit) exclamatives such as You’re kidding! Oh my God, or No Way! etc. express total 

unexpectedness of the event or complete surprise for the speaker. Idiomatic expressions like out of the 

blue, knock your socks off, struck dumb, etc. can also be used to describe someone’s surprise. In other 

languages, grammatical markings (notably evidential and perfective markers) can be exploited, usually 

via pragmatic inferencing, to express mirativity.1 This paper discusses yet another type, i.e. the overt 

and grammaticalised expression of mirativity in the Indo-Aryan language Odia (earlier known as Oriya) 

via asymmetric complex predicates.  

In these asymmetric complex predicates, a main verb is combined with a grammaticalised verb or a 

so called light verb (LV for short). While this light verb is form-identical with a main (lexical) verb in 

the language, it is “light” because of its semantic and grammatical bleaching: they have lost their original 

lexical content as well as their argument structure. Such LVs are also known as vector verbs (Hook 

1993), explicator compound verbs (Abbi and Gopalakrishnan 1991), complex predicates (Butt 1995), 

or asymmetric serial verb constructions (Sahoo 2001). In this paper, we will use the term light verb, as 
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this is the term that is most commonly used in the literature. In addition, we will speak of LV 

constructions where we use the term construction in the sense of Construction Grammar, the overall 

framework in which our study is embedded (see, e.g. Goldberg 1995, 2006 or Hilpert 2014). Under this 

view, each LV is considered a construction in its own right, i.e. a form-meaning pair each with its own 

formal and semantic specifications, as will become clear from the study presented here. 

The form of LV constructions in Odia is fixed: the lexical verb always precedes the light verb (except 

occasionally in poetic language) and they are always spelled as a single word, the two verbs being linked 

with a linker (LNK) -i. LV constructions thus always take the form V[lexical]-i-V[light], where the main verb 

occurs in its root form and the TAM marking occurs on the light verb. In fact, the light verb can take 

several morphemes carrying grammatical features like ASPect, AUXiliary, Tense, AGReement, etc. 

Semantically, one way of grouping the Odia light verb constructions (Lemmens & Sahoo, 2017, p. 

4) would be according to the LV’s original lexical semantic value (which is, however, fully or partially 

bleached in these constructions) as follows:  

(1) MOTION verbs: -jā ‘go’, -tʃāl ‘walk’, -paɖ ‘fall’, -pakā ‘drop’, -uʈh ‘rise’, -ās ‘come’ 

(2) STATIVE verbs: -bas ‘sit’, -rah ‘stay’ 

(3) TRANSFER verbs: -d̪e ‘give’, -ne ‘take’ 

Given their grammaticalized nature, such grouping is, however, of less relevance (even if we will 

come back to the original semantics below when dealing with some persistence effects). It is, in fact, 

more interesting to look at their grammaticalized meaning in these constructions. In general, light verbs 

encode some kind of “event modification”, as observed by Butt & Lahiri (2002) and Butt & Geuder 

(2001) looking at the related language Urdu/Hindi. More specifically, for Odia, the light verbs -bas 

‘sit’, -rah ‘stay’, -ās '-come', and -tʃāl ‘walk’ express continuous or durative aspect; the light verb -uʈh 

'-rise'   expresses the onset of the event . 

This paper will not be concerned with these, but exclusively focus on -jā ‘-go’, -paɖ ‘-fall’, -de 

‘-give’, and -pakā ‘-drop’, that all four share a two-fold semantic modulation: (i) they express the 

completion of the event expressed by the main verb and (ii) they have a mirative value, expressing that 

this event (or its completion) is unexpected or is not supposed to have happened (for whatever reason).2 
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In Peterson’s (2013; this volume) terms, these four Odia LV constructions can be regarded as non-

parasitic formally marked expressions of mirativity, i.e. expressions whose sole function is to express 

mirativity, as opposed to parasitic expressions, where the mirative meaning is parasitic on other 

linguistic categories, such as the mirative use of evidentials or control marking. The Odia light verb 

constructions thus stand in a marked contrast with single verb constructions which are neutral to 

completion and do not express mirativity (see also below). Also the light verb -uʈh ‘-rise’ expresses 

mirativity, but for reasons of space and clarity, this will not be discussed here (Lemmens & Sahoo, ms.). 

The term mirativity has been used in the descriptive literature to cover a variety of concepts, so it is 

warranted that we clarify what is at issue here. Mirativity, the linguistic realisation of surprise, can be 

regarded as the expression of a psychological-cognitive phenomenon (most likely universal) which 

arises from the discrepancy between what is expected (given the background of the speaker’s or hearer’s 

knowledge or assumptions) and what is observed. Dickinson (2000), who discusses mirativity marking 

in Tsafiki (Barbacoan), points out that in this language “events and states that cannot be easily 

assimilated are coded differently than those that easily fall in with the speaker’s expectations” 

(Dickinson, 2000, p. 379). Building on this insight, Peterson (2015, p. 8) specifies that “the speaker’s 

expectations may concern their past experiences of similar situations and his general knowledge [which] 

ranges from knowledge about purely physical interactions to assumptions based on cultural and social 

norms”. It is precisely the latter which we will show to be relevant to Odia light verbs constructions that 

often express that the reported event is not supposed to have happened against the background of social 

or cultural norms.3 This may, but need not, express the speaker’s surprise; for example, someone may 

be known (i.e. expected) to behave disrespectfully towards social conventions and the speaker’s choice 

of a LV construction thus expresses this (expected) “unsupposedness”. As such, a coding with a LV 

often implies the speaker’s disapproval. This lines up with what Montaut (2006) –discussing the mirative 

readings of the aorist in Hindi/Urdu (genetically related to Odia)– calls the “argumentative and polemic 

extension” expressing a stronger disapproval of the situation.  

Another point that can be made is that while the literature often talks about the speaker’s surprise, 

our first definition given above clearly includes the hearer as well. For example, in telling a (mythical) 

story, a speaker –who clearly knows what is going to happen– may decide to code an event as being 
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surprising (unexpected or unsupposed) so as to highlight this for the listener. In sum, by using a LV 

construction, the speaker encodes (conceptualises) the situation in a certain way, which may be a 

genuine expression of his or her surprise, but which may also be targeted at the hearer. 

In an earlier study (see Lemmens & Sahoo 2017) describing the two most frequent LV constructions 

in Odia, V-jā ‘V-go’ and V-d̪e ‘V-give’, we showed that the conflation of the notions of COMPLETION 

and MIRATIVITY can be motivated semantically.4 We will not reproduce the full argument here, but 

in a nutshell, it boils down to the idea that in Odia, the observed situation is accessed and/or evaluated 

via the result of the (completed) event which, however, does not correspond to what can be expected. 

In fact, this kind of reasoning is not unlike what has been observed in the literature on (parasitic) mirative 

readings of perfective or evidential markers where the sensory observation of a state or result of an 

action triggers inferences leading to a surprise reading. For example, Aksu-Koç and Slobin (1986) 

describe the pragmatic extension of the Turkish particle -miş to mark events as surprising and observe 

that “the inferences encoded by -miş can be based on any kind of sensory evidence of resultant state, 

with the provision that no aspect of the antecedent process itself has been present in the speaker’s 

consciousness (1986, p. 160). For similar observations on the link between result and mirativity see, 

among others, Peterson (2000) on Nepali, or Peterson (2015) on Gitksan.5 However, unlike in these 

cases in Odia the mirative reading is not the result of contextually triggered inferencing, but has been 

grammaticalised as part and parcel of the LV construction; hence, they can be characterised as non-

parasitic expressions of mirativity. 

By presenting a rigorous, corpus-based analysis of Odia light verbs, the present paper aspires to 

present an innovative contribution to the study of mirativity. More specifically, we not only argue that 

the four LV constructions under study are formal non-parasitic expressions of mirativity, we also present 

evidence that the four LVs vary in the degree of mirativity they express; as far as we know, this has not 

yet been described in the literature for any language. More particularly, we will relate this degree of 

mirativity to contextually realised scales that have to do with differences in volitionality (related to 

transitivity) as well as the extension of the process, that is, its size, impact, force, scope, etc. As we will 

argue, the latter features can also be related to volitionality and control as well as to affectedness. In 

addition to building semantic minimal pairs to prove the point, we also rely on a corpus-based analysis 
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to validate the hypothesis. One type of empirical study that we present here consists of a comparison 

(via a distinctive collostructional analysis) of the kinds of verbs that occur in these light verb 

constructions. In a second sweep, we compare the different contexts in which these constructions occur, 

especially for those cases where the same main verb can occur with different light verbs. The studies 

confirm the cline of mirativity for the four LV constructions under study. 

This article is structured as follows. First, in section 2, we present the characteristics of these Odia 

light verb constructions, focussing on the notions of COMPLETION and MIRATIVITY (sections 2.1 

and 2.2) and presenting the different degrees of mirativity they express (section 2.3). Next, in section 3, 

we present our corpus data and the method of analysis. Section 4 presents the corpus-based studies, 

starting with the collostructional analysis (section 4.1) and moving on to the contextual comparisons 

(section 4.2). In the conclusion, we sum up our major findings, discuss their theoretical implications, 

and present avenues for future work. 

2. General properties of ‘V-go’, ‘V-fall’, ‘V-give’, and ‘V-drop’ 

2.1. The grammar of COMPLETION & MIRATIVITY  

The four LV constructions at issue in this paper are V-jā ‘V-go’, V-paɖ ‘V-fall’, V-d̪e ‘V-give’, and 

V-pakā ‘V-drop’. As said above, the four light verbs express two main features: COMPLETION and 

MIRATIVITY. The verbs are distinguished syntactically by different transitivity constraints: (i) -jā ‘go’ 

and -paɖ ‘fall’ only combine with intransitive verbs (or intransitively used alternation verbs), -d̪e ‘give’ 

and -pakā ‘drop’ only combine with (di)transitive verbs. The difference between transitive and 

intransitive is not so crucial for the present paper, which focuses on the double semantic value that all 

four LVs share as well as to the degree with which they express that value. At the same time, within 

each transitivity pair, the degree of mirativity lines up with features that pertain to degrees of transitivity 

(in the sense of Hopper & Thompson 1980), such as agentivity, volitionality or control, or affectedness, 

features that can be argued to have persisted from the lexical origin of the different LVs. 
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By default, these two features COMPLETION and MIRATIVITY are simultaneously present in the 

four constructions and it is what distinguishes them from the single verb construction, as illustrated by 

the following contrastive pair6: 

 
 (1) a. ମଁ ୁେଗାଟଏି େସଓ ଖାଇଲି 
   mũ goʈi-e seo khāili  (kint̪u purāpuri nuhẽ) [single verb Cx] 
   I CLF-ART apple ate (but completely be.NEG) 
   'I ate an apple (but not completely).’ 
  b. ମଁ ୁେଗାଟଏି େସଓ ଖାଇେଦଲି 
   mũ goʈi-e seo khā-i-d̪eli (*kint̪u purāpuri nuhẽ) [LV Cx] 
   I CLF-ART apple eat-LNK-give.PST.1SG (*but completely

 be.NEG) 
   'I (completely) ate an apple (*but not completely)’. 
 
The single verb construction in (1a) is neutral to whether the apple has been eaten completely or not, 

as shown by the possibility of adding a but-clause, whereas in (1b) the apple has been eaten completely 

and that can no longer be cancelled out. The contrastive pair confirms Peterson’s view that “mirative 

utterances stand in a markedness relation with non-mirative utterances” (2013, p. 4). For a more 

elaborate discussion of the difference between single verb and LV constructions in Odia, we refer the 

reader to Lemmens & Sahoo (2017). What is essential to the present discussion is that while 

COMPLETION is always present in these four light verb constructions, MIRATIVITY is variable and 

depends on the context. There are two important contextual factors to be mentioned here: (i) if 

completion is expressed lexically, the MIRATIVITY interpretation disappears and (ii) the four light 

verbs differ in the degree of mirativity they express. We will briefly take up these points in turn. 

2.2. Lexical versus grammatical expression of COMPLETION 

As said, by default the four LV constructions express both COMPLETION and MIRATIVITY; for 

example, the eating of the apple expressed by the LV construction khā-d̪e ‘eat-give’ in (1b) above is 

both complete and unexpected or unsupposed. However, if an adverb like purāpuri ‘completely’ is 

added to the clause, as in (2a) below, the interpretation changes: in line with the semantics of the adverb, 

the LV construction becomes the obligatory coding (a single verb construction would be 

ungrammatical); however, the mirative interpretation disappears. Similarly, as shown in (2b), by adding 

the adverb expressing completion, the light verb construction becomes the only grammatically correct 
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possibility, a single verb construction is excluded, and again, the mirativity reading disappears (one 

could argue that the publishing of the book announces the end of the project). 

 (2) a. େସଓଟା ମଁ ୁପରୂାପରୂ ିଖାଇେଦଇଛ/ି *ଖାଇଛ ି
   seo-ʈā mũ purāpuri khā-i-d̪eitʃhi / *khāitʃhi 

   apple-CLF I completely eat-LNK-give.PRF.1SG / *eat.PRF.1SG 
   I have eaten the apple completely.’ (no mirativity) 

  b. ବହଟିା ଛାପିବା ପେର ଏଇ େpାେଜକ7ଟା ମଁ ୁସmୁଣ:ରୂେପ ବn କରେିଦବ/ି *କରବି ି
   bahi-ʈā tʃhāpibā pare ei projecʈ-ʈā  mũ sampurnarupe 
   book-CLF publishing after this project-CLF I completely 
   band̪ kar-i-d̪ebi / *karibi 
   stop do-LNK-give.FUT.1SG / *do.FUT.1SG 
   ‘After publishing the book, I’ll stop this project completely.’ (no mirativity) 

 
A second way in which COMPLETION can be expressed overtly in Odia, is by using the semi-light 

verb –sār ‘finish’. While formally identical to the other light verbs, –sār ‘finish’ is not really a light 

verb, for the following reasons: 

(i) it has retained its specific lexical meaning (‘finish’) whereas the other light verbs clearly have 

not; 

(ii) it is not subject to the transitivity constraint: the main V can be either intransitive (e.g., mũ 

gād̪ho-i-sārili /I bathe-LNK-finish.PST.1SG/ ‘I finished bathing’) or transitive (e.g., mũ 

(bhāt̪a) khā-i-sārili /I (rice) eat-LNK-finish.PST.1SG/‘I finished eating (rice)’)7; 

(iii)  -sār can be added to a LV construction with another light verb (even if these are marginal 

cases), e.g., khāi-d̪ei-sāri /eat-give-finish/ ‘having eaten’, gād̪hoi-pakāi-sāri 

/bathe-drop-finish/ ‘having taken a bath’ whereas this is impossible with other LVs 

(*mari-jāi-paɖi /*die-go-fall/; *māri-d̪ei-pakāi /*kill-give-drop/); 

(iv) V-i-sār does not express mirativity. 

In fact, the absence of a surprise reading is the main rationale for the existence of the V-i-sār 

construction, as it allows the expression of completion without mirativity. This is related to the 

disappearance of the mirative interpretation of the four LV constructions when completion is lexically 

expressed. 
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2.3. Degrees of MIRATIVITY 

Unless contextually overruled, as illustrated above, the four light verb constructions under 

consideration all express MIRATIVITY. Evidence for the mirative interpretation can again be provided 

via adverbial modification, as in the examples below. In (3), the expected event (him always coming 

late) cannot be encoded in a LV construction, as this would be in conflict with the mirative interpretation 

of such a LV construction; his early leaving is, however, unexpected, and thus a LV construction is to 

be used. 

 (3)  େସ େଯ ମିଟଂିକୁ େଲଟେର ଆସବି / *ଆସଯିିବ ଆେମ େସଇଟା ଜାଣି8ଲୁ, କnୁି େସ େଯ ହଠାତ ମିଟଂି ଛାଡ ିଚାଲିଯିବ 
/ *ଚାଲିବ , ଆେମ େସଇଟା ଜାଣିନ8ଲୁ 

   se je miʈiŋ-ku leʈ-re āsiba / *ās-i-jiba 
   he COMP meeting-DAT late-PP come.FUT.3SG / *come- LNK-go.FUT.3SG 
   āme seiʈā jāɳit̪hilu, kint̪u se je haʈhāt̪ miʈiŋ tʃhāɖi 
   we that know.PRF.PST.1PL, but he COMP suddenly meeting leave 
   tʃāl-i-jiba / *tʃāliba, āme seiʈā jāɳinat̪hilu 
   walk-LNK-go.FUT.3SG / *walk.FUT.3SG, we that know-PRF.NEG.PST.1PL 

   ‘He would come to the meeting late, that we knew, but we didn’t know that he would 
suddenly leave the meeting and go away.’ 

 
Similarly, in example (4), his sitting next to the speaker was unexpected (as indicated by haʈhāt̪ 

‘suddenly’) and thus a coding with a LV is required. In (5), the speaker was unaware that the SIM card 

could also have been used by the addressee in a certain way, and this ignorance caused the speaker to 

give it away to somebody else instead (unsupposed, at least in retrospect).  

 (4)  ଇେମଲ େଲ=ବାେବେଳ େସ ହଠାତ ଆସ ିେମା ପାଖେର ବସଗିଲା / ?ବସଲିା 
   email lekhibābeɭe se haʈhāt̪ āsi mo pākhare bas-i-galā / ?basilā 
   email writing.time he suddenly come.PRF me near sit-LNK-go.PST.3SG / 

?sit.PST.3SG 
   ‘While writing email, suddenly he came and sat beside me.’ 
 (5)  େସଇ ସମିଟା ତୁମ କାମେରବ ିଆସବି, ମଁ ୁନଜାଣିକର ିତାକୁ େସଇଟା େଦଇେଦଲି / *େଦଲି 
   sei sim-ʈā t̪uma kāma-re bi āsiba, mũ najāɳikari t̪āku seiʈā d̪e-

i-d̪eli / *d̪eli 
   that sim-CLF your work-PP also come.FUT, I not.knowing him that give-

LNK-give.PST.3SG / *give.PST.3SG 
   ‘You could also have used that SIM, (but) I not knowing that, gave it to him.’  
 
Notice that in all these examples COMPLETION is still expressed by the LV construction. This 

highlights an asymmetric situation in the opposition between grammatical and lexical expression of 

either feature: if COMPLETION is lexically expressed (adverbially or via –sār ‘finish’), the 
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MIRATIVITY disappears; however, when MIRATIVITY is lexically expressed, COMPLETION does 

not disappear. 

This means that COMPLETION is more of a core feature of these LV constructions and that 

MIRATIVITY is sensitive to variation. This takes us to the central claim of this paper, viz. that the four 

light verb constructions differ in the degree of mirativity they express (yet also of completion, even if it 

never disappears completely). A first illustration of this difference is the contrastive pair below where 

V-i-paɖ ‘V-fall’ expresses a higher degree of unexpectedness (accidentally falling asleep) than V-i-jā 

‘V-go’ where the agent (even if unlikely) deliberately falls asleep, for example, to annoy the teacher or 

as a sign of disrespect. The addition of jāniʃuni ‘deliberate’ is not possible for (6a). 

 (6) a. େସ କାଲି ଇତହିାସ kାସେର େଶାଇ ପଡଲିା 
   se kāli it̪ihāsa klās-re ʃo-i-paɖilā 
   he yesterday history  class-LOC sleep-LNK-fall.PST.3SG  
   ‘He fell asleep in the history class yesterday.’ 
  b. େସ କାଲି ଜାଣିଶୁଣି ଇତହିାସ kାସେର େଶାଇଗଲା 
   se kāli jāniʃuni it̪ihāsa klās-re ʃo-i-galā 
   he yesterday knowingly history  class-LOC sleep-LNK-go.PST.3SG  
   ‘He deliberately slept in the history class yesterday.’ 

More specifically, the differences in the degree of mirativity (and completion) that we suggest can 

be summarized as in the schema below (V-i-sār ‘V-finish’ is added for the sake of completeness, but 

will not be considered any further in this paper). 

SEMANTICS FORM 

“event modulation” V-i-v 
intransitive transitive 

COMPLETION UNEXPECTED (high) V-i-paɖ 
(‘V-fall’) 

V-i-pakā 
(‘V-drop’) 

 UNEXPECTED (lower) V-i-jā 
(‘V-go’) 

V-i-d̪e 
(‘V-give’) 

 EXPECTED / NEUTRAL V-i-sār 
(‘V-finish’) 

Figure 1: Degrees of mirativity in Odia LV constructions 

 

Our corpus-based study will provide empirical confirmation that, for the intransitives, ‘V-fall’ 

expresses a higher degree of mirativity than does ‘V-go’, and that, for the transitives, ‘V-drop’ expresses 

a higher degree of mirativity than ‘V-give’. This difference can be explained as a kind of persistence of 
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the original lexical verb: as far as intransitive motion is concerned, fall refers to a less controlled and 

thus more unexpected event than does go, which typically refers to voluntary intransitive motion; 

similarly, drop refers to a less controlled event than does give which typically takes a volitional Agent. 

In other words, the degree of mirativity can be related to a degree of agentivity and/or of volitionality 

that has persisted from the original lexical verb.8 This relationship is not unique to Odia. Dickinson 

(2000) mentions “lack of intention” as one of the features giving rise to mirativity interpretation in 

Tsafiki. Peterson (2013) points out that the feature of CONTROL can indeed play a role in the expression 

of mirativity and illustrates this with the “out-of-control” markings in the Salish languages that have 

become (parasitic) expressions of mirativity. Such out-of-control markings indicate that the agent does 

not have a choice or has no control over what is happening. Peterson observes that “[t]hese meanings 

can be used to implicate the surprise of the speaker, which is a wholly pragmatic byproduct of the 

accidental or sudden out-of-control event” (2013, p. 26). The Odia data give further support to the 

plausibility of such a semantic extension. 

In the second part of this paper (section 4), we present two empirical studies that measure the degree 

of mirativity within each transitivity pair, i.e. intransitive ‘V-fall’ is compared to intransitive ‘V-go’ and 

transitive ‘V-give’ is compared to transitive ‘V-drop’. The first of these studies (section 4.1) is a (pair-

wise) collostructional analysis of the kinds of verbs that occur with these light verb constructions; the 

second study (section 4.2) compares the contexts in which these constructions occur, especially for those 

cases where the same main verb can occur with either of the light verbs. However, before we turn to 

these studies, we briefly describe the corpus on which they are based and the method of analysis that we 

have used. 

3. Corpus & analysis 

Our study is based on the Odia texts that are included in the EMILLE-CIIL Monolingual Written 

Corpora (McEnery et al. 2003); the corpus, approximately 2,730,000 words, is a fairly heterogeneous 

collection of literary, legal, commercial, scientific, and newspaper texts, in Odia script.9 We extracted 

from these texts all occurrences of jā ‘go’, ‘d̪e’ ‘give’, paɖ ‘fall’ and pakā ‘drop’. As the light verbs are 

form-identical with their lexical origins, the extractions contained both light verbs and lexical verbs, 
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which necessitated laborious manual clean-up. To keep matters manageable, this was done as follows: 

each list of extractions was sorted randomly (using the Random-function in MS-Excel), the sentences 

with the lexical verbs were manually removed (by one of the authors, a native speaker of Odia). The 

resulting data sets were: 561 sentences for V-d̪e ‘V-give’, 560 for V-jā ‘V-go’, 383 for V-paɖ ‘V-fall’, 

and 311 for V-pakā ‘V-drop’.10 These sentences were subsequently manually glossed for the main verb 

and each of them was manually considered for the contextual features. As already indicated above, there 

are two ways in which we will explore the data with respect to the differences between the four light 

verb constructions: (i) a comparison of verb types (section 4.1) and (ii) a contextual comparison (section 

4.2). 

The rationale of the verb type comparison is that the events or activities expressed by these verbs 

may be different in terms of expectedness; it can therefore be interesting to see which verbs occur with 

which light verbs and whether there is a large overlap in choice of verb. To avoid conflation of (too) 

heterogeneous event types with respect to participant structure, this comparison is done pair-wise, i.e., 

it first compares the main verb types occurring with the intransitive LVs V-jā ‘V-go’ and V-paɖ ‘V-fall’ 

and subsequently those occurring with transitive V-d̪e ‘V-give’ and V-pakā ‘V-drop’ (cf. Figure 1). In 

addition to a standard type comparison, we will also run a collostructional analysis, and more 

particularly a distinctive collexeme analysis (see Gries & Stefanowitsch 2004; Stefanowitsch & Gries 

2003, 2005), a method which, as explained in more detail below, allows us to measure the attraction 

(‘collocation’) of a particular verb (if any) to a particular light verb construction. From a Construction 

Grammar perspective, which assumes that constructions are inherently meaningful, the underlying idea 

of such a collostructional analysis is that the semantics of such attracted verbs can tell us something 

about the semantics of the light verb construction, since the meaning of the verb and that of the 

construction must be compatible.11 To understand how the collostructional method works, consider the 

example in Figure 2 for the verb lāg ‘touch, get involved’ which occurs with both V-jā ‘V-go’ and V-paɖ 

‘V-fall’. The table gives the four frequencies that are needed in this method: (i) the frequency of lāg 

with V-jā ‘V-go’, (ii) its frequency with V-paɖ ‘V-fall’, (ii) the frequency of all other verbs occurring 

with V-jā ‘V-go’, and (iv) that of all other verbs with V-paɖ ‘V-fall’. The latter two frequencies bring 
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in the statistical baseline, and consider the occurrence of lāg ‘touch, get involved’ in the two LV 

constructions in view of its competitors, i.e. all other verbs attested in either of the LV constructions. 

The cross-table allows us to run a standard statistical test (a two-tailed Fisher Exact test in this case12) 

to measure to which extent the distribution is significant; the p-value is converted via a logarithmic 

transformation which is then taken to be the indicator of collostructional strength.13 The reason for this 

conversion is that the p-values are often so small that their significance resides in the decimals; it is 

precisely these that are brought to the fore via the log-transformation. The significance levels for the 

values of the collostructional strength (CS) are as follows: CS>3 = p<0.001; CS>2 = p<0.01; 

CS>1.30103 = p<0.05. 

 

Main verb ‘V-go’ ‘V-fall’ TOTAL 

lāg 
('touch, get involved') 

9 
(expected = 15.98) 

18 
(expected = 11.02) 27 

other verbs 551 365 916 

TOTAL 560 383 943 

Coll. strength 2.2732 (p<0.01) 
(log-transf. Fisher exact 2-T: p= 0.0085) 

Figure 2. Example of distinctive collostructional analysis for lāg ‘touch, get involved’ 

How are these figures to be interpreted? The analysis shows that the distribution is significant 

(p<=0.01), which means that lāg ‘touch, get involved’ is significantly attracted to one of the two light 

verb constructions. To determine which of the two, one has to compare the observed frequencies with 

the expected frequencies; in this case, one sees that the verb lāg ‘touch, get involved’ occurs more often 

with ‘V-fall’ (18 times) than expected given the overall distribution in the corpus (11.02). The 

conclusion is thus that lāg ‘touch, get involved’ is significantly attracted to ‘V-fall’. This analysis is then 

repeated for each verb that occurs in either of these two LV constructions. The advantage of a 

collostructional analysis is that it provides a statistically reliable measure on an objective basis (verb 

types) without any (potentially biased) interpretation. 

The second type of analysis that we carry out is a contextual comparison where we compare the 

contextual properties of those cases where the same main verb occurs with different light verbs to 
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determine what the differences in contexts of use are, if there are any. As with the verb types, we first 

compare intransitive V-jā ‘V-go’ and V-paɖ ‘V-fall’ and subsequently transitive V- d̪e ‘V-give’ and 

V-pakā ‘V-drop’.  

4. Corpus-based analysis of ‘V-go’, ‘V-fall’, ‘V-give’ and ‘V-drop’  

4.1. Comparison of verb types 

For each of the pairs, the comparison of verb types proceeds in two steps. First, we present the overall 

type and token distribution of the main verbs that occur with the light verbs in question; secondly, we 

present the results of the collostructional analysis.  

4.1.1 Intransitive ‘-go’ and ‘-fall’ 

Main verb distribution 

The distribution of the main verbs for the intransitive light verbs ‘-go’/’-fall’ in the entire sample are 

presented in Tables 1 and 2 in the appendix. As shown in Table 3, for ‘V-fall’, the corpus contains 35 

types and 383 tokens (TTR= 0.091 or 9.1%); for ‘V-go’: there are 93 types and 560 tokens (TTR = 1.66 

or 16.6%). While only indicative, the TTR indicates that the light verb -jā ‘-go’ has a higher degree of 

lexical variation than ‘-fall’; differently put, this means that ‘-go’ is less selective with respect to the 

main verb it combines with. In addition, there are 35 hapax legomena (types that occur only once in the 

sample) for ‘V-go’, whereas ‘V-fall’ only has 10. Hapaxes can be taken as indications of the degree to 

which a construction is open to new uses (‘one off’ cases): the higher the number of hapaxes compared 

to the total number of tokens, the higher the productivity rate. We can use Hay & Plag’s (2004) 

calculation of productivity (P) based on the number of hapaxes (P= hapax frequency/token frequency), 

which gives 0.06 (35/560) for ‘V-go’ and 0.03 (10/383) for ‘V-fall’. The value of P does not mean all 

that much on its own (it is fairly low), but the difference between the two confirms that ‘V-go’ is more 

productive than ‘V-fall’ (twice the value). 

Strikingly, for both light verbs, the (general) change of state verb ho ‘become’ tops the list, 

accounting for the lion’s share of the uses, amounting to 24.6% for ‘-go’ and almost up to about half 

(49.3%) for ‘-fall’. The reason is of course that this verb combines under its umbrella a host of different 
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change of state events further specified in the nominal or adjectival modifiers that occur with it (e.g., 

‘become silent’, ‘become destruction’ (=destroy), ‘become pioneer’, etc.). 

Collostructional analysis 

A distinctive collexeme collostructional analysis measures the degree of attraction of a particular 

lexical item (here: the lexical verb) to a given construction (here: the LV-construction with either ‘-fall’ 

or ‘-go’). As such we hope to shed further light on the possibly different semantic specifics of the two 

constructional options. 

The complete result of the computation is presented in Table 4; the top of the list presents the verbs 

that are attracted to ‘V-fall’ (sorted on their degree of collostructional strength); the middle of the list 

gives those attracted to ‘V-go’. Recall that a collostructional strength higher than 3 can be interpreted 

as indicating a significance level of p<0.001; higher than 2 gives a level of p<0.01 and higher than 

1.30103 indicates p<0.05; anything lower than 1.30103 is non-significant.  

The verbs that are significantly attracted to ‘V-fall’ are the following (with a distinction between 

p<0.001, p<0.01 and p<0.05, the latter being interpreted as less strong indicator verbs): 

p<0.001: ho ‘become’, khas ‘slip’, bāhār ‘come out; get ready to leave’, ɖeῖ ‘jump’, jhar ‘spring 

forth’, bas ‘sit’, bhusuɖ ‘collapse’, ʃo ‘sleep’ 

p<0.01: tʃamak ‘get frightened’, olaʈ ‘turn down’, lāg ‘touch, get involved’ 

p<0.05: bhāng ‘break’, ɖhaɭ ‘spill (into)’, olhā ‘get down’, ʈaɭi ‘fall dying’ 

The verbs that are significantly attracted to ‘V-go’ (again with the same distinction): 

p<0.001: tʃāl ‘walk’, paɖ ‘fall’, rah ‘stay’, pahantʃ ‘arrive’, ās ‘come’,  

p<0.01: ne ‘take’, bit̪ ‘pass’, sar ‘finish’, baɖh ‘increase’, miʃ ‘combine; adjoin’, pā ‘get’ 

p<0.05: mar ‘die’, paɭā ‘flee’, ʃukh ‘dry’, ubh ‘disappear’, kāʈ ‘cut’, kheɭ ‘play’, miɭ ‘get’, paʃ 

‘enter’, pher ‘return’, uɖ ‘fly’ 

There is no clear pattern that falls out of the analysis. A more general tendency that can be observed, 

also revealed by the overview of verb types given in Tables 1 and 2, is that the lexical verbs occurring 

with ‘V-go’ seem to be more general verbs: general motion verbs (e.g., ‘walk’, ‘arrive’, ‘come’, ‘flee’, 
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‘disappear’, ‘come out’, ‘enter’, ‘proceed’, ‘sink’, ‘spread’, ‘leave’, ‘turn’, etc.); general action verbs 

(e.g., ‘finish’, ‘grow’, ‘touch’, ‘get’, ‘play’, ‘change’, ‘happen’ etc.). ‘V-fall’ seems to combine with 

more specific verbs: a higher number of specific motion verbs (e.g., ‘spring forth’, ‘jump’, ‘overflow’, 

etc.), verbs that refer to events involving more energy or dynamicity (e.g., ‘burst’, ‘pierce’, ‘explode’, 

etc.), a higher degree of involvement, or a higher degree of uncontrolledness (‘sleep’, ‘fall dying’). 

While one should be careful to avoid in-reading, the intuition is that these events are more sudden, and 

thus in line with the higher mirativity suggested for ‘V-fall’. 

4.1.2Transitive ‘-drop’ & ‘-give’ 

Main verb distribution 

The distribution of the main verbs for the intransitive light verbs ‘-go’/’-fall’ are presented in Tables 

5 and 6. As shown in Table 7, for ‘V-drop’, the corpus contains 68 types and 311 tokens (TTR= 0.218 

or 21.8%), 44 of which are hapaxes; for ‘V-give’: there are 154 types and 561 tokens (TTR = 0.274 or 

27.4%), 89 of which are hapaxes. Following the same method as above, we can measure the difference 

of productivity by dividing the number of hapaxes by the total token frequency which gives P=0.14 for 

‘V-drop’ and P=0.16 for ‘V-give’; in other words, there is not much difference between the two 

constructions. 

Collostructional analysis 

The complete results of the collostructional analysis are presented in Table 8; the top of the list 

presents the verbs that are attracted to ‘V-drop’ (sorted on their degree of collostructional strength); the 

middle of the list gives those attracted to ‘V-give’ (CS>3 = p<0.001; CS>2 = p<0.01; CS>1.30103 = 

p<0.05).  

The verbs that are significantly attracted to ‘V-drop’ are the following (with a distinction between 

p<0.001, p<0.01 and p<0.05, the latter being interpreted as less strong indicator verbs): 

p<0.001: d̪har ‘catch’, kāʈ ‘chop’, kar ‘do’, giɭ ‘swallow’, kunɖh ‘embrace’, mār ‘hit, kill’ 

p<0.01: kānd̪ cry’ 

p<0.05: kah ‘say, tell’, tʃāʈ ‘lick’ 
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The verbs that are significantly attracted to V-give (again with the same distinction): 

p<0.001: jogā ‘supply’, tʃhāɖ ‘leave’, jaɳ ‘know’, baɖh ‘increase’ 

p<0.01: āɳ ‘bring’, pakā ‘drop’, lagā ‘touch, get involved’, paʈhā ‘send’ 

p<0.05: pherā ‘return’, rakh ‘keep’ 

Also here no clear pattern emerges; however, there is again the suggestion, confirmed also by the 

exhaustive list of verb types (see Tables 5 and 6), that the verbs that occur with ‘V-give’ tend to be more 

general verbs; those with ‘V-drop’ are slightly more specific. For example, ‘embrace’ is more specific 

than ‘touch’; ‘swallow’ and ‘lick’ are manner verbs that can be argued to be more specific than a verb 

like ‘supply’. However, this remains fairly impressionistic. 

In sum, the comparison of the variation in verb types has confirmed the observation in Lemmens & 

Sahoo (2017) that ‘V-go’ is the most productive of the LV constructions; in terms of productivity, our 

data does not show any difference between ‘V-give’ and ‘V-drop’. The collostructional analysis does 

not reveal any conclusive patterns either (most likely because of the modest size of our corpus), even if 

there is a suggestion that ‘V-go’ and ‘V-give’ combine with more general verbs and ‘V-fall’ and 

‘V-drop’ with verbs that refer to more specific, more energetic or more sudden events. These are 

suggestive tendencies, and should be interpreted with caution, as they are based on mere verb types and 

not on how these verbs are used in context. It is therefore warranted that we consider these contexts in 

more detail, which is done in the next two sections starting again with the intransitives, then moving on 

to the transitives.  

4.2. Comparison of context types  

4.2.1Intransitive ‘-go’ & ‘-fall’ 

Strikingly, only a small set of 12 verbs are shared between ‘V-go’ and ‘V-fall’ (see Table 9) which 

represents 12.9% of the ‘V-go’ set (12 on 93 types) and 34.3% of the ‘V-fall’ set (12 on 35 types). The 

shared token frequency is 311 for ‘V-fall’ (represents 81.2% on the total set of 383 attestations) and 180 

for ‘V-go’ (represents 32.1% on the total set of 560 attestations). In other words, the set of verbs 

occurring with ‘V-fall’ are largely (i.e., in 80% of the cases) comprised in the set occurring with ‘V-go’. 
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Comparing the different contexts in which the same verb can occur with either ‘-fall’ or ‘-go’ a 

certain pattern emerges: both LV constructions encode unexpected events (in general), but within an 

unexpected event or context something may be more expected.14 For example, accidents are (by 

definition) unexpected, but within the context of an accident, breaking a leg or an arm is something that 

can be expected or is likely to happen. Significantly, with body parts, the LV construction is always 

‘break-go’, never ‘break-fall’. In other words, ‘V-go’ can be said to encode “the expected within the 

unexpected”. Recall also the contrastive pair ‘sleep-fall’ vs. ‘sleep-go’ in example (6) above where the 

expression ‘sleep-go’ was said to refer to a more deliberate falling asleep (e.g., to annoy the teacher); 

even if, strictly speaking, falling asleep remains a process that is uncontrollable and thus unexpected as 

well as unsupposed in the context of a lecture (hence, a coding with a light verb), within that context, 

‘V-go’ indicates a lesser degree of unexpectedness since the Agent deliberately decided to sleep during 

the lecture, triggering also a comment of disapproval. The example below with the verb ʃo ‘sleep’ gives 

a three-way contrast between a single verb construction (planned & expected), ʃo-jā ‘sleep-go’ 

(somewhat planned), and ʃo-paɖ ‘sleep-fall’ (unexpected/unsupposed, example (6a) is repeated here): 

 (7) a. ଆଜ ିଭାରୀ ଗରମ, ମଁ ୁଛାତେର େଶାଇବ ି 
   āji bhāri garama, mũ tʃhāt̪are ʃoibi [EC]15 
   today very hot, I roof top-LOC sleep.FUT.1SG 
   ‘Today it is very hot, I’ll sleep on the roof top (= terrace) (of my house).’ 
  b. ତୁ ଏେବ େଶାଇଯା, କାଲି ସକାଳୁ ଶୀJ ଉଠବିାପାଇଂ ପଡବି  
   t̪u ebe ʃo-i-jā, kāli sakāɭu ʃighra uʈhibāpāῖ paɖiba [EC] 
   you now sleep-LNK-go-IMP, tomorrow morning early waking.up have.to 
   ‘Now you go to bed, you have to get up early in the morning tomorrow.’ 
  c. େସ କାଲି ଇତହିାସ kାସେର େଶାଇ ପଡଲିା 
   se kāli it̪ihāsa klāsre ʃo-i-paɖilā 
   he yesterday history  class-LOC sleep-LNK-fall.PST.3SG  
   ‘He fell asleep in the history class yesterday.’ 
 
A context appropriate for the single verb construction in (7a) is for example the summer season when 

people plan to sleep on the roof top terrace to escape from the intense heat. ʃo-jā ‘sleep-go’ is used in a 

context where it basically means “going to bed” or “plan to sleep”, which makes this semi-planned, even 

if the falling asleep itself is still uncontrollable of course. The construction ʃo-paɖ ‘sleep-fall’ is actually 

the default encoding for this verb given that (unless one uses medication or drugs) sleeping is an 
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involuntary (uncontrolled) action or event and some degree of unexpectedness is thus inherently part of 

the verb’s meaning. 

Another contrastive context illustrating “the expected within the unexpected” is that of glasses or 

cups breaking ‘break-go’: clearly, this is unexpected, yet does often happen nevertheless since they are 

handled very often; windows in contrast are not expected to break at all, and such events would 

invariably be coded with ‘break-fall’. Or consider the pair below, contrasting the context of a pen falling 

on the ground ‘slip-fall’ in (8a) with that of a pen slipping from my hand while writing ‘slip-go’ in (8b) 

which is unexpected yet not unlikely to happen in this context.  

 (8) a. ଏଇ କଲମଟାର େଖାଳଟା କୁଆେଡ ଖସ ିପଡଲିା 
   ei kalama-ʈā-ra khoɭa-ʈā kuāɖe khas-i-paɖilā 
   This pen-CLF-GEN cap-CLF somewhere slip-LNK-fall.PST.3SG 
   ‘The cap of this pen has fallen down somewhere.’ 
  b. କାଲି ଅN କଲାେବେଳ େମା ହାତରୁ କଲମଟା ବାରମOାର ଖସଯିାଉPଲା 
   kāli  anka kalābeɭe mo hāt̪a-ru kalama-ʈā bārmbār khas-i-jāut̪hilā 

[adapted from EC] 
   yesterday math working.out my hand.ABL pen-CLF often slip-LNK-

go.PROG.PST.3SG 
   ‘Yesterday while working out the maths sums, the pen was slipping from my hand many 

times.’ 
 
Given that verbs such as khas ‘slip’ or paɖ ‘fall’ refer to typically involuntary intransitive actions or 

events, some degree of unexpectedness is inherently part of the verbs’ semantics; the higher occurrence 

of, for example, khas-paɖ ‘slip-fall’ in our data (19 occ.) than of khas-jā ‘slip-go’ (1 occ.) is thus to be 

expected. The single verb construction, typically used to refer to a planned or expected event, is unlikely, 

even if this constraint, too, can be overruled as shown by the corpus example below. 

 (9) a. ଏଥର ମଁ ୁେସଠ ିଠଆିେହାଇ େଖଳବିନି,ି େସଇ ଜାଗାଟା ଖସଡା, ଏବଂ ମଁ ୁସବୁେବେଳ ପଡୁଛ ି 
   et̪hara mũ seʈhi ʈhiā hoi kheɭibini, sei jāgā-ʈā  
   this time I there standing play.FUT.1SG.NEG, that place-CLF 
   khasaɖā, ebam mũ sabubeɭe paɖutʃhi [EC] 
   slippery, and I always fall.PROG.1SG 
   ‘This time I’ll not stand/go there for playing, as that place is slippery and I fall there every 

time / my foot slips there every time’ 
  b. ତାଳଗୁଡା ପାଚଗିଲାଣି, ଏଥର େଗାଟଏି େଗାଟଏି ତେଳ ପଡବି  
   t̪āɭaguɖā pātʃigalāɳi, et̪hra goʈie goʈie t̪ale paɖiba [EC] 
   palms rippened, henceforth one one ground fall.FUT.3SG 
   Palms have ripened, henceforth (they) will fall on the ground one by one.’ 
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In both cases, the falling or slipping are highly expected or almost predictable to happen within the 

given context which sanctions the use of a single verb construction. Similar to the context of the pen 

slipping out of the hand while writing, khas-jā ‘slip-go’ is used in the context of the hands slipping while 

climbing a tree as in (constructed) example (10a), but not when the person slips (=falls) down from the 

tree on the ground (10b). 

(10)  a. ନଡଆିଗଛ ଚଢଲିାେବେଳ ମଝେିର େଗାେଟଥର େମା ହାତଟା ଖସଗିଲା  
   naɖiā gatʃha-re tʃaɖhilābeɭe majhire goʈet̪hara mo hāt̪a-ʈā

 khas-i-galā  
   coconut tree-PP while.climbing in.between once my hand-CLF slip-LNK-

go.PST.1SG 
   ‘While climbing the coconut tree, my hand slipped once. 
   b. ନଡଆିଗଛେର ଚଢଲିାେବେଳ େସ ହଠାତ ଖସପିଡଲିା 
   naɖiā gatʃha-re tʃaɖhilābeɭe se haʈhāt̪ khas-i-paɖilā 
   coconut tree-PP while.climbing he suddenly slip-LNK-fall.PST.3SG 
   ‘While climbing the coconut tree, he suddenly fell down.’ 

 
This difference could be interpreted as a difference of size or effect: in (10a) it is only the hand that 

‘slips down’, but the person remains in the tree, whereas in (10b) it is the whole person that falls down 

all the way. This difference of degree is also nicely illustrated by contexts where khas-jā ‘slip-go’ is used 

for assembled things falling apart, as in example (11). While the falling apart may still be unexpected, 

it is not implausible either for an assembled unit. In addition, the difference can be interpreted as a 

difference of degree of falling as well: the parts are not in their proper place, but are still ‘around’ 

somehow in the environment. 

 (11) a. େମା ଚଷମାର କାଚଟା ଟେିକ ଖସ ିଯାଇଛ,ି ତାକୁ ଟାଇଟ କରବିାକୁ ପଡବି  
   mo tʃasamāra kātʃa-ʈā ʈike khas-i-jāitʃi, t̪āku tight karibāku

 paɖiba [adapted from EC] 
   my spectacles’s glass-CLF a bit slip-go.PRF.3SG, to.that  tight do.INF have.to 
   ‘The glass of my spectacles has become loose, I have to tighten that up.’ 
 
Similarly, the two sentences in (12) both refer to a tooth being lost, yet (12a) refers to its “coming 

apart” from the larger assembly, whereas (12b) refers to it having gone completely.  

(12)  a. େମା ଦାnଟା େଗାେଟପେଟ ଟକିଏି ଖସଯିାଇଛ ି
   mo d̪ānt̪a-ʈā goʈepaʈe ʈikie khas-i-jāitʃi [EC] 
   my  tooth-CLF one.side a.little slip-LNK-go.PRF.3SG 
   ‘My tooth has become loose on one side.’ 
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  b. େମା ଦାnଟା ହଲୁPଲା, ଏେବ କୁଆେଡ ଖସ ିପଡଲିା  
   mo d̪ānt̪a-ʈā halut̪hilā, ebe kuāɖe khas-i-paɖilā [adapted from EC] 
   my tooth-CLF  was shaking, now somewhere slip-LNK-fall.PST.3SG 
   ‘My tooth was shaking, now has fallen down somewhere.’ 

 
Again, this can be interpreted as a difference of effect or impact: unexpectedly falling “apart” (still 

in the environment) vs. unexpectedly falling “away” (completely gone). In short, a higher degree of 

AFFECTEDNESS is also a feature contributing to degrees of mirativity (see also the discussion of 

‘V-give’ and ‘V-drop’ below).  

To simplify things we summarize below some of the contextual oppositions that we have found in 

the corpus data; all these contexts illustrate a difference of degree: the ‘V-fall’ construction encodes 

totally unexpected events, whereas ‘V-go’ encodes events that are unexpected, but for which some 

element in the context still makes them “somewhat expected” (because of the nature of things, the spatio-

temporal setting, what is somewhat acceptable, etc.). 

bhāŋ ‘break’:  

• glasses, cups and the like: breaking is not supposed to happen (always unexpected) but can 

happen and often does : ‘break-go’ 

• windows: really unexpected, not supposed to happen: ‘break-fall’ 

bas ‘sit’:  

• unexpectedly high number of people sitting in a small hall [sitting is expected, there are 

chairs, etc. but high quantity is not]: ‘V-go’ 

• person who goes and sits on grass because he’s tired [sitting (on the ground) unexpected] 

tʃhāɖ ‘leave’: 

• leave meeting for phone call and come back afterwards: ‘V-go’ (similarly: leave the dinner 

table to fetch something but come back) 

• leave meeting and go home: ‘V-fall’ [leave dinner table because not hungry]  

buli ‘turn’: 

• fan is off, but wind made it turn [has potential to turn / be turned]: ‘V-go’ 

• the protesting crowd (unexpectedly) turned around: ‘V-fall’ 
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mauɭ ‘fade’ (‘disappear’): 

• flowers fading after having blossomed [normal cycle, will return next day/season]: ‘V-go’ 

• plants becoming extinct [gone completely, will not return]: ‘V-fall’ 

kānd̪ ‘cry’ (with tears): 

• watching Titanic and crying [somewhat expected given the sad story/scenes]: ‘V-go’ 

• he was mocking me, and I uncontrollably started crying [unsupposed]: ‘V-fall’ 

In sum, intransitive ‘V-go’ and ‘V-fall’ both encode unexpected events, but differ in their degree of 

unexpectedness, where ‘V-go’ often refers to the expected within the unexpected which may also 

involve a difference of ‘size’. As we will show, such a difference in the degree of unexpectedness will 

also come back in the comparison of the two transitive LV-constructions, ‘V-drop’ and ‘V-give’ 

discussed next. 

4.2.2. Transitive ‘-drop’ & ‘-give’ 

As indicated in Table 10, the two transitive light verbs ‘-drop’ and ‘-give’ share 34 verbs, which 

represents 22% of the V-give set (34 on 154 types) and 50% of the V-drop set (34 on 68 types). The 

shared token frequency is 545, of which 260 for V-drop (represents 83.6% of the total of 311 

attestations), and 285 for V-give (represents 50.8% on a total of 561 attestations). In other words, there 

is a considerably higher degree of overlap between the two transitive light verbs ‘-drop’ and ‘-give’ than 

has been attested for intransitive ‘-fall’ and ‘-go’. 

The degree of mirativity is higher with pakā ‘drop’ than with d̪e ‘give’, and the degree 

depends on various factors like difference of size of the object/event, and also the resulting 

impact it makes on the participants of the event. Consider the following examples, where the 

number or size, that is, ‘one tree’ vs. ‘all trees’, explains the use of ‘drop’ for an extended degree 

of mirativity and ‘give’ for a lesser degree. 

 

 (13) a. ରାsା ତଆିର ିକରବିାପାଇ ଁେସମାେନ େମା ନଡଆି ଗଛଟା କାଟେିଦେଲ /?କାଟପିକାଇେଲ 
   rāst̪ā t̪iārikaribā pāῖ semāne mo naɖiā gatʃha-ʈā 
   kāʈ-i-d̪ele / ?kāʈ-i-pakāile [EC] 
   road make-doing for they my coconut tree-CLF 
   cut-LNK-give.PST.3PL / ? cut-LNK-drop.PST.3PL 
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   ‘For making the road, they cut down my coconut tree.’  
   b. sାନାଭାବ େଯାଗୁ େଲାେକ ଗଛ କାଟ ିପକାଉଛn ି/?? କାଟେିଦଉଛn ି
   s t̪hānābhāba jogu loke gatʃha kāʈ-i-pakāuchan t̪i / ??kāʈ-i-d̪eutʃhan t̪i [adapted from 

EC] 
   lack of place for people tree cut-LNK-drop.PROG.3PL / ??cut-LNK-

give.PROG.3PL 
   ‘Because of scarcity of space people are cutting down the trees.’ 
 
Similarly, the amount of impact created by the event influences the choice of the light verb. The 

following examples illustrate the resulting impact produced by swallowing a capsule (probably for one’s 

health benefit) vs. swallowing fire (by the Lord Krishna) thereby saving the lives of many people. 

 
 (14) a. େସ କWାପସଲୁଟକୁି ପାଟେିର ର= ଗିଳେିଦଲା 
   se capsule-ʈiku pāʈi-re rakhi giɭ-i-d̪elā 
   he capsule-CLF.ACC mouth-PP keep.PRF swallow-LNK-give.PST.3SG 
   ‘He put the capsule in mouth and swallowed it.’ 
  b. ସମsNୁ ରkା କରବିାପାଇଁ କୃZ ନଆିକୁଁ ଗିଳ ିପକାଇେଲ 
   samast̪anku rakhyā karibā pāῖ krushna niã-ku giɭ-i-pakāile [EC] 
   to all save doing for Krishna fire-ACC swallow-LNK-drop-PST.3SG.HON 
   ‘To save people from fire (Lord) Krishna swallowed the fire.’ 
 
Another example where a difference of both size and impact influences the choice of the light verb 

is given below, where ‘breaking the top of a palace’ (‘break-give’) is clearly less damaging than 

‘breaking apart a big country’ (‘break-drop’). 

 
 (15) a. ଶତୃମାେନ ଆସ ିନୂଆ pାସାଦର ଶଖିର ଭା[ିେଦେଲ  
   ʃa t̪rumāne āsi nuā prasād̪ara ʃikhara bhāŋ-i-d̪ele [EC] 
   enemies come.PRF new palace’s top break-LNK-give.PST.3PL 
   ‘Enemies came and broke away the top of the new palace.’ 
  b. ଏ pକାର ଆତN ବଡ େଦଶକୁ ଭା[ି ପକାଇବ, ବଦିୀରଣ କରେିଦବ 
   e prakāra āt̪anka baɖa deʃaku bhāŋ-i-pakāiba, bid̪iraɳa

 kar-i-d̪eba [EC] 
   this type terror big country-ACC break-LNK-drop.FUT.3SG, torn.apart

 do-LNK-give.FUT.3SG 
   ‘Such type of terror could break apart a big country and will tear apart.’ 
 
This difference is not restricted to concrete objects or situations, it can also be seen with abstract 

objects or events, like ‘saying a small thing’ vs. ‘speaking your mind’, as in the following example.  

 
 (16) a. କାଲି ସକାଳୁ ଆସnୁ, ମଁ ୁକହେିଦବ ି
   kāli sakāɭu āsan t̪u, mũ kah-i-d̪ebi 
   tomorrow morning come.HON.IMP, I say-LNK-give.FUT.1SG 
   ‘Come tomorrow morning, I’ll tell you about it.’ 
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  b. ରାଜା ମntୀ ଜେଣ ଜଣକୁ ନଜି ମନର କଥା କହ ିପକାଇେଲ  
   rājā mant̪ri jaɳe jaɳaku  nija manara  ka t̪hā  kah-i-pakāile [EC] 
   king minister  one one.ACC self mind’s story say-LNK–drop.PST.3PL 
   ‘The king and the minister exchanged ideas between each other’ (lit. ‘one to one’) 
 
Below we give a (non-exhaustive) list of some of the contextual oppositions that we have found in 

the corpus data; in line with what was explained above, the construction with ‘V-drop’ is much stronger 

with respect to size, force or impact which implies a higher degree of mirativity. These differences can 

either be related the feature of AFFECTEDNESS or to that of volitionality or control on behalf of the 

Agent. Following Hopper & Thompson (1980), both these features can be said to play a role in the 

degree of transitivity, which reinforces the link between mirativity and transitivity, as explained earlier. 

d̪hari ‘hold’: 

• hold someone’s bag (‘V-give’) 

• courageously hold the reins of a horse (‘V-drop’) 

khol ‘open’: 

• The princess got up and opened the door (‘V-give’) 

• what a shameless girl, she took off her clothes before everybody (‘V-drop’)  

moɖ ‘turn, twist’: 

• your son is so naughty! He twisted my hand (‘V-give’) 

• he held both the teeth of the elephant and twisted them (‘V-drop’) 

bānd̪h ‘tie’: 

• the police tie (=’arrest’) a thief (‘V-give’) 

• the child monkey (the god Hanuman) jumped up to the moon and tied (‘caught’) it (‘V-drop’) 

pot̪ ‘bury’ 

• bury (=sow) seeds (‘V-give’) 

• burying garbage (‘V-drop’) 

has ‘laugh’: 

• little laugh or smile about a joke (‘V-give’) 
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• normal laugh with someone’s foolishness (‘V-drop’) 

khā ‘eat’: 

• without thinking anything, he ate up all the sweets (‘V-give’) 

• watch him or he will eat up all the sweets secretly (‘V-drop’) 

potʃhi ‘erase’: 

• Virgin Mary had erased her own marriage and love from her mind (‘V-give’) 

• erase anything about revolution from your mind (‘V-drop’) 

The higher impact implied by ‘V-drop’ need not always be physical, but can be moral, as in the case 

of the shameless girl opening her dress opposed to the opening of a door (still coded as unexpected here 

via a light verb construction, since it is unusual that it is done by someone of as high a rank as a princess). 

Similarly, what the Virgin Mary forgets is one element of her personal life (marriage and love), whereas 

a revolution can be argued to be of much grander scale. The difference can sometimes also pertain to 

careful vs. more brutal work: sowing seeds (one by one) is quite different from burying garbage (a big 

mass, more laborious, having a greater impact). Typically, the contexts with ‘V-drop’ have quantifiers 

or adverbs that express a high impact and/or extension of the process (such as ‘all’, ‘everything’, 

‘everywhere’, etc.) as well as other adverbs that somehow relate to the intensity of the process (‘in a 

hurry’, ‘courageously’, ‘loudly’, etc.). In some cases, the difference pertains more to degrees of 

unsupposedness, as in a person being distracted and eating all the sweets versus eating something 

secretly (highly unsupposed). 

In sum, the contrastive corpus examples (with the same lexical verb) confirm the difference of the 

degree of mirativity between ‘V-give’ (lower) and ‘V-drop’ (highest) where this degree is realized via 

different contextualized scales (size, impact, strength, intensity, etc.). The degree of mirativity can be 

related to the (variable) result of an action discussed above as well as with that of volitionality and/or 

control: the higher the impact of an action or event (=result) or the higher the control required by the 

Agent to carry it out (=volitionality), the higher the degree of mirativity. 
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5. Conclusions 

As has become clear from the above discussion, Odia has grammaticalized the expression of 

mirativity in four light verb constructions V-jā ‘V-go’, V-paɖ ‘V-fall’, V-d̪e ‘V-give’, and V-pakā 

‘V-drop’. All four share two meanings: (i) they express the completion of the event expressed by the 

main verb and (ii) they have a mirative value, expressing that this event (or its completion) is unexpected 

or is not supposed to have happened. In this paper, we have furthermore argued that there is a cline of 

mirativity: intransitive V-paɖ ‘V-fall’ expresses a higher degree of mirativity than does intransitive V-jā 

‘V-go’; similarly, transitive V-pakā ‘V-drop’ expresses a higher degree of mirativity than transitive V-d̪e 

‘V-give’. A pair-wise collostructional analysis of our corpus attestations did reveal some possible 

tendencies in that direction, but did not provide any reliable confirmation. However, the pair-wise 

comparison of contexts in which the same lexical verb can occur with two different LV constructions, 

did show quite convincingly that there is a degree of mirativity within each transitivity pair. While it 

still encodes unexpectedness, intransitive V-jā ‘V-go’ was shown to express “the expected within the 

unexpected” (bones breaking in an accident or sitting in a hall with chairs) or events of lower ‘size’ 

(hand of foot slipping away, or assembled parts falling apart) as opposed to a coding with V-paɖ ‘V-fall’ 

referring to events that are more unexpected or of bigger size (windows breaking, human being falling 

down to the ground). Similarly, within the transitive pair V-pakā ‘V-drop’ was shown to invariably refer 

to events that involved a higher force a higher impact (of whatever kind) or a larger extension than V-d̪e 

‘V-give’. The different degrees of mirativity can thus be related to the features that play a role in degrees 

of transitivity, as described in Hopper & Thompson (1980). 

While this was confirmed for the majority of cases where the same verb was used with different light 

verbs, there were a few contexts where no such objective differences could be ascertained. At the same 

time, in these cases, the intuition is that there is a strong(er) negative stance or attitude of the speaker 

towards the event. The example of the bold/shameless girl opening her dress is a good illustration of 

this. Such a (pragmatically determined) reading may not (and often does not) show up in the form of 

contextual clues for higher mirativity (as were attested for most of the examples). It also explains why 

a light verb construction is still possible for a sentence like We expect that he will eat all the rice: even 
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if he is expected to act this way (no mirativity), such action may still be considered as unsupposed, 

against the background of social and/or cultural norms. While the speaker’s disapproval may start out 

as a pragmatic meaning, repeated use may gradually make this an inherent part of the constructions in 

question especially for the light verbs higher up on the cline of mirativity, which often have such an 

additional value judgement of unsupposedness (and thus often inappropriateness), even if there may not 

be any overt contextual clues related to mirativity.16 In fact, the frequent use of these light verb 

constructions and the issue of mirativity could thus be related to the larger cultural importance that is 

given to what is appropriate and what is not. While our corpus-data has confirmed clear patterns of use 

and the different degrees of mirativity within each transitivity pair, further confirmation via acceptability 

judgements or controlled elicitation experiments is planned for future research. 

Our study of Odia light verbs provides an answer to Peterson’s observation that “cross-linguistically 

there are surprisingly few clear examples of non-parasitic grammatical miratives in the descriptive 

literature” (2013, p. 35). More importantly, however, our study sheds further light on the complex 

category that mirativity is. Confronted with a myriad of specialised meanings that have been subsumed 

under the label “mirativity” (such as ‘surprise’, ‘immediate meaning’, ‘lack of awareness’, 

‘unexpectedness’, and ‘new information’ etc.), Peterson (2013), referring to Hill (2012), takes a strict 

point and claims that “there is one feature common to all of the descriptions – surprise – and this is what 

mirativity actually is.” (2013, p. 51). Our study invites to a less strict view, as in Odia mirativity covers 

both unexpectedness (surprise) and unsupposedness (not necessarily surprise); in addition, the 

constructions expressing a higher degree of mirativity may acquire a further attitudinal value of 

disapproval. Within a cognitive perspective on categorization (see, e.g., Lemmens 2015) such a view on 

mirativity would be entirely coherent, as it would be regarded as a complex category with interrelated 

meanings (cf. also the four interrelated subcategories suggested by Montaut (2006) for the mirative 

readings of the aorist in Hindi/Urdu) that are structured around a prototype, in this case the notion 

‘surprise’. Whether or not that makes mirativity a universal grammatical category (i.e., a linguistic 

universal; see DeLancey 2012, Hill 2012, Peterson 2013) is still fairly much an empirical question that 

requires more careful research on a wide variety of languages. We hope that the methodology presented 

in this paper can provide interesting avenues for such work. 
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PROG: progressive, SG: singular 
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Notes 

 
     1 See, for instance, Aksu-Koç & Slobin (1986) on Turkish, T. Peterson (2013) on Gitksan, Montaut 
on Hindi/Urdu, J. Peterson (2000) on Nepali, Bashir (2010) on Shina, or Napiorkowska (2016) on Neo-
Arameic. 
     2 See below for the difference between the notions UNEXPECTED and UNSUPPOSED which in 
Odia depends on the context in which the light verb is used. 

3 It is this attitudinal value that leads Napiorkowska (2016) to consider mirativity to fall within the 
domain of modality: “If […] we consider the expression of surprise as the core function of mirativity, 
we are then primarily concerned with the speaker’s attitude towards the proposition. In this light, 
mirativity would, by definition, still fall within the domain of modality” (2016:1-2). 

4 For ease of reading, we will in the main text drop the linking element -i: V-jā ‘V-go’ is thus a 
shorthand for V-i-jā ‘V-LNK-go’; we will use the same short hand for specific instances, e.g., “khā-de 
eat-give” stands for “khā-i-de eat-LNK-give”. 

5 As indicated, the combination of mirativity and onset also occurs in Odia, with the LV -uʈh ‘ rise’ 
not considered here. As rightly noted by Wiklund (2009), in the Swedish light verb constructions gå och 
V ‘go and V’ and ta och V ‘take and V’, it is also the onset of the event not its result which is responsible 
for the surprise. 
     6 Glossing is done following the Leipzig Glossing Rules (see 
http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php). At the end of the article, we give an 
exhaustive list of glosses used in this article, including those not found in the Leipzig glossing rules 
(HON: honorific, LNK: linker, EMPH: emphatic particle, PP: postposition).  

7 Importantly, it is the transitive lexical verb sār ‘finishTRANS’ that is used in the V-finish construction, 
not the intransitive lexical counterpart sar ‘finishINTR’. This suggests that the whole V-i-sār construction 
is transitive, where the main V (or the VP) is regarded, both semantically and syntactically, as the object 
of (transitive) sār. This is quite different from the situation with the other light verbs. 

8 See Hopper and Thompson (1980) for a thorough discussion of degree of transitivity, in which the 
feature VOLITIONALITY plays a role as well in addition to others like AFFECTEDNESS, KINESIS, 
PUNCTUALITY, etc. 

9 The Odia texts were originally gathered by the Institute of Applied Language Sciences, 
Bhubaneshwar. The EMILLE corpus is available from the (European Language Resources Association 
(http://www.elra.info/en/) reference ELRA-W0037. The Odia script made it difficult to run extractions 
with some existing concordance software. 
    10 Given the high frequency of the light verbs -jā ‘-go’ and -d̪e ‘-give’ the sets have been limited at 
560 and 561 sentences respectively. 

11 While such semantic compatibility holds as a general requirement, it can be violated in cases of 
“coercion” as in She giggled her way through the crowd where the (intransitive) verb of laughter giggle 
is modified to (transitive) motion verb by the Caused Motion construction. Such cases are not relevant 
to the present discussion which considers verbs that are significantly attracted to, or repulsed by, a given 
construction. 
       12  See Stefanowitsch & Gries 2005 for an argument in favour of using the Fisher Exact test. 
       13 These values are generated automatically by the R-script written by S. Gries, use of which is hereby 
kindly acknowledged. 

14 Unfortunately (but expectedly), our data set does not often provide exact matching contrastive 
contexts; however, some of the examples do provide compelling illustration of the pattern observed and 
allow us to build contrastive examples. Some of the examples (or contexts) given below will thus be 
from the corpus, others are constructed examples to match these. 

15 “EC” identifies the example as taken from the Emille Corpus; examples without such a code are 
constructed examples. 

16 See Lemmens (2017) for a more theoretical discussion of such a process of semanticization of 
pragmatic meaning. 
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Appendix 

Table 1. Frequencies ‘V-fall’ 

Verb English gloss Freq 
ho become 189 
bāhār get ready, come out 27 
khas slip 19 
lag touch 18 
bas sit 17 
ʃo sleep 15 
bhāŋ break 13 
ɖeῖ jump 11 
jhar spring forth from 9 
bhusuɖ collapse 8 
tʃamak get frightened/surprised 6 
olaʈ turn down 6 
ɖhaɭ lean 4 
olhā get down 4 
ʈaɭ fall dying 4 
uʈh wake up, get up 4 
boh flow 3 
gaɖ roll 3 
naῖ lean, bend, bow 3 
jhaɖ fall down 2 
jhul hang 2 
jhunʈ stumble 2 
ohaɭ hang (on to) 2 
phāʈ burst 2 
baɭ leave out 1 
bul turn 1 
tʃāl walk 1 
dhas collapse, fall down 1 
gaɭ pierce 1 
jhāmp cover (intr.) 1 
khāl become empty 1 
mauɭ fade 1 
phuʈ explode, blossom 1 
utʃtʃhuɭ overflow 1 

Table: 2. Frequencies ‘V-go’ 

Verb English gloss Freq 
ho become 138 
tʃāl walk 52 
paɖ fall 30 
rah stay 18 
pahantʃ arrive 17 
ās come 16 
ne take 13 
bit̪ pass (time) 11 
sar finish 10 
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baɖh grow 9 
lag touch, burn 9 
miʃ combine, adjoin 9 
pā get, receive 9 
mar die 8 
bhāŋ break 7 
paɭā flee 7 
ʃukh dry 7 
ubh disappear 7 
bāhār get ready, come out 6 
kaʈ get cut, disappear (time) 6 
kheɭ play 6 
miɭ get, achieve 6 
paʃ enter 6 
pher return 6 
uɖ fly 6 
bas sit 5 
gher surround 5 
kah speak 5 
lutʃ  hide 5 
bhul forget 4 
ɖar get frightened 4 
hār get defeated 4 
jaɭ burn 4 
kar do 4 
pālaʈ change, turn into 4 
rāg get angry 4 
ʃo sleep 4 
uʈh wake up, get up 4 
āge proceed 3 
bad̪aɭ change 3 
buɖ drown, sink 3 
byāp spread 3 
tʃhāɖ leave 3 
gaɖ roll 3 
kam decrease 3 
khā eat 3 
libh extinguish 3 
ʃijh boil 3 
bhar fill 2 
bujh understand 2 
tʃaɖh climb 2 
d̪ab depress, become suppressed 2 
d̪e give 2 
ghaʈ happen 2 
haj lose 2 
khol open (alternating verb) 2 
mān obey 2 
phiʈ open (intr.) 2 
aʈak stop 1 
bāj touch, hit 1 
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bah flow 1 
baɭ leave 1 
bantʃ become alive 1 
bart escape 1 
bul turn 1 
dhāῖ run 1 
dhar catch 1 
d̪ouɖ jump 1 
ɖub drown, engross 1 
d̪ure go away 1 
ghen come along, accompany (intr.) 1 
ghoʈ spread out, scatter (intr.) 1 
jāɳ know 1 
jhāunɭ fade 1 
jit̪  win 1 
joɖ add; adjoin 1 
juʈ get together, coincide 1 
khas slip 1 
lākh get stuck 1 
lekh write 1 
māɖ rush 1 
mauɭ fade 1 
miɭā dilute (formal) 1 
mile dilute (informal) 1 
ohar get away 1 
olhe get down 1 
pātʃ ripen 1 
poɖ burn, roast 1 
pur fill (intr.) 1 
rakh keep 1 
ʃank shrink (metaph.) 1 
ʃikh learn 1 
thak cheat 1 
TOTAL  560 

 

Table: 3. Comparison ‘V-go’ and ‘V-fall’ 

LV Type Token TTR # hapaxes Hapax/Token 
V-go 93 560 1.66 35 0.06 
V-fall 35 383 0.091 10 0.03 
TOTAL 128 943    

Table: 4. Collostructional analysis for V-go and V-fall 

 
Words obs.freq.

1 
fall 

obs.freq.
2 
go 

exp.freq.1 
fall 

exp.freq.2 
go 

pref.occu
r 

delta.p.const
r.to.word 

delta.p.word.
to.constr 

coll.strengt
h 
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ho 191 138 134.2431 194.7569 fall 0.2484 0.2645 14.5026 
khas 20 1 8.5687 12.4313 fall 0.05 0.5567 6.7986 
bāhār 27 6 13.4651 19.5349 fall 0.0592 0.425 5.941 
ɖein 11 0 4.4884 6.5116 fall 0.0285 0.5989 4.3194 
jhar 9 0 3.6723 5.3277 fall 0.0233 0.5977 3.528 
bas 17 5 8.9767 13.0233 fall 0.0351 0.3734 3.3086 
bhusuɖ 8 0 3.2643 4.7357 fall 0.0207 0.597 3.1333 
ʃo 15 4 7.7526 11.2474 fall 0.0317 0.3893 3.1326 
tʃamak 6 0 2.4482 3.5518 fall 0.0155 0.5957 2.3459 
olaʈ 6 0 2.4482 3.5518 fall 0.0155 0.5957 2.3459 
lag 18 9 11.0169 15.9831 fall 0.0306 0.2662 2.2732 
bhāŋ 13 7 8.1607 11.8393 fall 0.0212 0.2472 1.6216 
ɖhal 4 0 1.6321 2.3679 fall 0.0104 0.5945 1.5612 
olhā 4 0 1.6321 2.3679 fall 0.0104 0.5945 1.5612 
ʈaɭ 4 0 1.6321 2.3679 fall 0.0104 0.5945 1.5612 
boh 3 0 1.2241 1.7759 fall 0.0078 0.5938 1.1699 
naῖ 3 0 1.2241 1.7759 fall 0.0078 0.5938 1.1699 
jhaɖ 2 0 0.8161 1.1839 fall 0.0052 0.5932 0.7793 
jhul 2 0 0.8161 1.1839 fall 0.0052 0.5932 0.7793 
jhunʈ 2 0 0.8161 1.1839 fall 0.0052 0.5932 0.7793 
ohaɭ 2 0 0.8161 1.1839 fall 0.0052 0.5932 0.7793 
phāʈ 2 0 0.8161 1.1839 fall 0.0052 0.5932 0.7793 
tʃahal 1 0 0.408 0.592 fall 0.0026 0.5926 0.3893 
dhas 1 0 0.408 0.592 fall 0.0026 0.5926 0.3893 
gaɭ 1 0 0.408 0.592 fall 0.0026 0.5926 0.3893 
jhāmp 1 0 0.408 0.592 fall 0.0026 0.5926 0.3893 
khāl 1 0 0.408 0.592 fall 0.0026 0.5926 0.3893 
phuʈ 1 0 0.408 0.592 fall 0.0026 0.5926 0.3893 
utʃtʃuɭ 1 0 0.408 0.592 fall 0.0026 0.5926 0.3893 
uʈh 4 4 3.2643 4.7357 fall 0.0032 0.0928 0.3722 
gaɖ 3 3 2.4482 3.5518 fall 0.0024 0.0926 0.3257 
baɭ 1 1 0.8161 1.1839 fall 8e-04 0.0922 0.1872 
bul 1 1 0.8161 1.1839 fall 8e-04 0.0922 0.1872 
mauɭ 1 1 0.8161 1.1839 fall 8e-04 0.0922 0.1872 
tʃāl 0 52 21.2178 30.7822 go -0.0929 -0.4318 12.2819 
paɖ 0 30 12.241 17.759 go -0.0536 -0.4214 6.9727 
rah 0 18 7.3446 10.6554 go -0.0321 -0.4159 4.1479 
pahantʃ 0 17 6.9366 10.0634 go -0.0304 -0.4155 3.9147 
ās 0 16 6.5285 9.4715 go -0.0286 -0.4151 3.6818 
ne 0 13 5.3044 7.6956 go -0.0232 -0.4137 2.9851 
bit̪ 0 11 4.4884 6.5116 go -0.0196 -0.4128 2.5223 
sar 0 10 4.0803 5.9197 go -0.0179 -0.4124 2.2914 
baɖh 0 9 3.6723 5.3277 go -0.0161 -0.412 2.0608 
miʃ 0 9 3.6723 5.3277 go -0.0161 -0.412 2.0608 
pā 0 9 3.6723 5.3277 go -0.0161 -0.412 2.0608 
mar 0 8 3.2643 4.7357 go -0.0143 -0.4115 1.8305 
paɭā 0 7 2.8562 4.1438 go -0.0125 -0.4111 1.6006 
ʃukh 0 7 2.8562 4.1438 go -0.0125 -0.4111 1.6006 
ubh 0 7 2.8562 4.1438 go -0.0125 -0.4111 1.6006 
kaʈ 0 6 2.4482 3.5518 go -0.0107 -0.4106 1.371 
kheɭ 0 6 2.4482 3.5518 go -0.0107 -0.4106 1.371 
miɭ 0 6 2.4482 3.5518 go -0.0107 -0.4106 1.371 
paʃ 0 6 2.4482 3.5518 go -0.0107 -0.4106 1.371 
pher 0 6 2.4482 3.5518 go -0.0107 -0.4106 1.371 
uɖ 0 6 2.4482 3.5518 go -0.0107 -0.4106 1.371 
gher 0 5 2.0402 2.9598 go -0.0089 -0.4102 1.1417 
kah 0 5 2.0402 2.9598 go -0.0089 -0.4102 1.1417 
lutʃ 0 5 2.0402 2.9598 go -0.0089 -0.4102 1.1417 
bhul 0 4 1.6321 2.3679 go -0.0071 -0.4098 0.9127 
ɖar 0 4 1.6321 2.3679 go -0.0071 -0.4098 0.9127 
hār 0 4 1.6321 2.3679 go -0.0071 -0.4098 0.9127 
jaɭ 0 4 1.6321 2.3679 go -0.0071 -0.4098 0.9127 
kar 0 4 1.6321 2.3679 go -0.0071 -0.4098 0.9127 
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pālaʈ 0 4 1.6321 2.3679 go -0.0071 -0.4098 0.9127 
rāg 0 4 1.6321 2.3679 go -0.0071 -0.4098 0.9127 
āge 0 3 1.2241 1.7759 go -0.0054 -0.4093 0.6841 
bad̪aɭ 0 3 1.2241 1.7759 go -0.0054 -0.4093 0.6841 
buɖ 0 3 1.2241 1.7759 go -0.0054 -0.4093 0.6841 
byāp 0 3 1.2241 1.7759 go -0.0054 -0.4093 0.6841 
tʃhāɖ 0 3 1.2241 1.7759 go -0.0054 -0.4093 0.6841 
kam 0 3 1.2241 1.7759 go -0.0054 -0.4093 0.6841 
khā 0 3 1.2241 1.7759 go -0.0054 -0.4093 0.6841 
libh 0 3 1.2241 1.7759 go -0.0054 -0.4093 0.6841 
sijh 0 3 1.2241 1.7759 go -0.0054 -0.4093 0.6841 
bhar 0 2 0.8161 1.1839 go -0.0036 -0.4089 0.4557 
bujh 0 2 0.8161 1.1839 go -0.0036 -0.4089 0.4557 
tʃaɖh 0 2 0.8161 1.1839 go -0.0036 -0.4089 0.4557 
d̪ab 0 2 0.8161 1.1839 go -0.0036 -0.4089 0.4557 
d̪e 0 2 0.8161 1.1839 go -0.0036 -0.4089 0.4557 
ghaʈ 0 2 0.8161 1.1839 go -0.0036 -0.4089 0.4557 
haj 0 2 0.8161 1.1839 go -0.0036 -0.4089 0.4557 
khol 0 2 0.8161 1.1839 go -0.0036 -0.4089 0.4557 
mān 0 2 0.8161 1.1839 go -0.0036 -0.4089 0.4557 
phiʈ 0 2 0.8161 1.1839 go -0.0036 -0.4089 0.4557 
aʈak 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
bāj 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
bah 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
bantʃ 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
bart̪ 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
d̪hāῖ 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
d̪har 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
d̪ouɖ 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
ɖub 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
d̪ure 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
ghen 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
ghoʈ 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
jāɳ 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
jhāunɭ 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
jit̪ 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
joɖ 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
juʈ 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
lākh 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
lekh 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
māɖ 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
miɭā 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
mile 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
ohari 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
olhei 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
pātʃ 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
poɖ 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
pur 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
rakh 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
ʃank 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
ʃikh 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 
t̪hak 0 1 0.408 0.592 go -0.0018 -0.4085 0.2277 

 
If your collostruction strength is based on p-values, it can be interpreted as 

follows: Coll.strength>3 => p<0.001; coll.strength>2 => p<0.01; coll.strength>1.30103 
=> p<0.05. 

 

Table: 5. Frequencies ‘V-give’ 

verb English gloss FREQ 
kar do 134 
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tʃhāɖ leave 30 
jog supply 27 
jaɳ know 18 
baɖh increase 16 
āɳ bring 15 
kah tell 14 
pakā drop 14 
lagā strike, apply, apply.fire 13 
paʈhā send 12 
d̪e give 11 
d̪ekh see 10 
mār kill 10 
pherā return 10 
khol open, dig 9 
rakh keep 9 
lekh write 7 
bhāŋ break 6 
ɖhāɭ pour 6 
kāʈ cuʈ 6 
kam decrease 6 
khā eaʈ 6 
phi ŋ ʈhrow 6 
bāndh ʈie 5 
bad̪aɭ change 5 
bujh make understand 5 
miʃ  coalesce, merge, add 5 
bat̪ā suggest, hint 4 
kāɖh take out 4 
pot̪ bury 4 
uʈh raise, lift 4 
bas make.sit 3 
bhar fill 3 
bik sell 3 
eɖā avoid 3 
has laugh 3 
lad̪ load 3 
potʃh wipe 3 
ʈāɳ pull 3 
t̪oɭ pluck 3 
uɖ make.fly 3 
bul turn 2 
tʃamak surprise 2 
tʃinh recognize, identify 2 
d̪har catch 2 
gaɖ roll 2 
ghas rob 2 
ghoɖ cover 2 
giɭ swallow 2 
jhāɖ shake 2 
kaʈ cut 2 
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kheɭ play 2 
khump nibble 2 
lambā lengthen, draw, put 2 
patʃār ask 2 
phiʈā open 2 
phopāɖ throw 2 
phul swell, inflate 2 
pind̪h wear 2 
purā fill, let in 2 
ʃujh repay 2 
ʃuɳ hear 2 
āɖ avoid 1 
āuj lean 1 
aʈak stop 1 
bāɖh serve 1 
bāg modify 1 
bhās float 1 
boɭ apply 1 
buj close 1 
tʃāhn want, look 1 
tʃāp press 1 
tʃal filter 1 
tʃet warn 1 
tʃhintʃ sprinkle 1 
tʃhῦ touch 1 
tʃhuʈ start 1 
tʃir tear 1 
ɖāk call 1 
ɖer keep in a leaning position 1 
d̪ho wash 1 
d̪ohal shake, stir 1 
gaɳ count 1 
goɭ coalesce 1 
hāɳ chop, cut 1 
haj lose 1 
hal shake 1 
ho become 1 
jāɭ burn 1 
jam gather 1 
jhink pull 1 
jhul hang 1 
joɖ combine 1 
kāmuɖ bi d̪ār bite, scratch 1 
katʃāɖ throw with abnormal force 1 
khuā feed 1 
kiɭ close 1 
kiɳ buy 1 
kunɖā scratch 1 
libh disappear 1 
maɖā put 1 
makatʃ stamp, crumble 1 
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mel spread 1 
miɭ unite, combine 1 
moɖ turn 1 
ojāɖ pour 1 
olaʈā turn over  1 
pāʃor forget 1 
pahantʃ make arrive, post 1 
phānk cheat 1 
pi drink 1 
saɖh make rotten 1 
saj decorate 1 
samarp donate, give 1 
sutʃ indicate 1 
ʈek lift 1 
ʈhel push 1 
tho keep 1 
ʈip note, copy 1 
t̪ulā manage 1 
upāɖ uproot 1 
Total   560 

 

Table: 6. Frequencies ‘V-drop’ 

Main verb English gloss Freq 
kar do 108 
dhar catch 23 
kāʈ cut, slit, dissect, shave 21 
mār hit, kill 20 
kah speak, tell 17 
giɭ swallow 12 
bānd̪h tie 8 
kunɖh embrace 8 
kānd̪ cry 6 
pot̪ bury 6 
has laugh 5 
khā eat 5 
lekh write 4 
tʃāʈ lick 3 
ghoɖ cover 3 
bhāŋ break 2 
tʃhāɖ leave out 2 
tʃhinɖ sever, tear apart 2 
d̪e give 2 
hāɳ chop 2 
jāɳ know 2 
pind̪h wear 2 
potʃh wipe out, take out 2 
ʃuɳ hear 2 
ānk draw 1 
anɖāɭ peek 1 
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bhuss pierce 1 
tʃāntʃh scrape 1 
tʃhāɳ filter 1 
tʃhetʃ pound, crush 1 
tʃhintʃ sprinkle 1 
tʃir tear 1 
tʃoss suck 1 
ɖeῖ jump 1 
dekh see 1 
ɖhāɭ pour 1 
ɖhānk cover 1 
d̪ho wash 1 
d̪ohal make shake 1 
d̪uhn milk 1 
ghoss memorize 1 
gunt̪h hook (for fish) 1 
hal make shake, stir 1 
kāmuɖ bite 1 
khol open 1 
khump nibble 1 
kuɖh gather 1 
māɖ stamp on 1 
makatʃ stamp, crumble 1 
moɖ turn 1 
mut̪ urinate 1 
nātʃ dance 1 
nātʃikud̪ dance (jump, stamp) 1 
ne take 1 
nigāɖ emit, pour 1 
opāɖ uproot 1 
pālaʈ change (clothes) 1 
pāsor forget 1 
phing throw 1 
pi drink 1 
poɖ burn (food) 1 
rānd̪h cook 1 
raɖ cry loudly 1 
sajā decorate 1 
tāɖ dig 1 
ʈāɳ  pull 1 
ud̪gār eject 1 
ut̪t̪ār take out, change 1 
Total   311 

 

Table: 7. Comparison ‘V-drop’ and ‘V-give’ 

LV Type Token TTR # hapaxes Hapax /Token 
V-give 154 561 0.27 89 0.16 
V-drop 68 311 0.22 44 0.14 
TOTAL 222 872    
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Table: 8. Collostructional analysis for V-give and V-drop 

 
words obs.freq.

1 
drop 

obs.freq.2 
give 

exp.freq.1 
drop 

exp.freq.2 
give 

pref.occu
r 

delta.p.constr
.to.word 

delta.p.wor
d.to.constr 

coll.stren
gth 

d̪har 23 3 9.2836 16.7164 drop 0.0686 0.5438 7.62 
kāʈ 21 6 9.6406 17.3594 drop 0.0568 0.4342 5.1424 
kar 108 127 83.9093 151.0907 drop 0.1205 0.1404 4.0096 
giɭ 12 2 4.9989 9.0011 drop 0.035 0.5083 3.8046 
kunɖh 8 0 2.8565 5.1435 drop 0.0257 0.6489 3.6035 
mār 20 10 10.7118 19.2882 drop 0.0465 0.3207 3.3528 
kānd̪ 6 0 2.1424 3.8576 drop 0.0193 0.6474 2.6971 
kah 17 14 11.0689 19.9311 drop 0.0297 0.1984 1.6812 
tʃāʈ 3 0 1.0712 1.9288 drop 0.0096 0.6452 1.3445 
bānd̪h 8 5 4.6418 8.3582 drop 0.0168 0.2622 1.2962 
pot̪ 6 4 3.5706 6.4294 drop 0.0121 0.2458 0.9904 
has 5 3 2.8565 5.1435 drop 0.0107 0.2704 0.9454 
tʃhinɖ 2 0 0.7141 1.2859 drop 0.0064 0.6444 0.8954 
jāɳ 2 0 0.7141 1.2859 drop 0.0064 0.6444 0.8954 
ghoɖ 3 2 1.7853 3.2147 drop 0.0061 0.2443 0.6096 
hāɳ 2 1 1.0712 1.9288 drop 0.0046 0.3107 0.5358 
khā 5 6 3.9277 7.0723 drop 0.0054 0.0987 0.4564 
ānk 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
anɖāɭ 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
bhuss 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
tʃāntʃh 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
tʃhāɳ 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
tʃhetʃ 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
tʃoss 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
ɖein 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
Dhānk 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
d̪uhn 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
ghoss 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
gunt̪ 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
kāmuɖ 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
kuɖh 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
māɖ 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
mut̪ 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
nātʃ 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
nātʃakud̪ 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
ne 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
nigāɖ 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
opāɖ 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
pālaʈ 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
pāsor 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
poɖ 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
rān d̪h 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
raɖ 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
sajā 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
t̪āɖ 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
ud̪gār 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
ut̪ t̪ār 1 0 0.3571 0.6429 drop 0.0032 0.6437 0.4473 
pind̪h 2 2 1.4282 2.5718 drop 0.0029 0.1436 0.3472 
ʃun 2 2 1.4282 2.5718 drop 0.0029 0.1436 0.3472 
potʃh 2 3 1.7853 3.2147 drop 0.0011 0.0432 0.2324 
tʃhintʃ 1 1 0.7141 1.2859 drop 0.0014 0.1433 0.2314 
tʃir 1 1 0.7141 1.2859 drop 0.0014 0.1433 0.2314 
d̪ho 1 1 0.7141 1.2859 drop 0.0014 0.1433 0.2314 
d̪ohal 1 1 0.7141 1.2859 drop 0.0014 0.1433 0.2314 
hal 1 1 0.7141 1.2859 drop 0.0014 0.1433 0.2314 
makatʃ 1 1 0.7141 1.2859 drop 0.0014 0.1433 0.2314 
moɖ 1 1 0.7141 1.2859 drop 0.0014 0.1433 0.2314 
pi 1 1 0.7141 1.2859 drop 0.0014 0.1433 0.2314 
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lekh 4 7 3.9277 7.0723 drop 4e-04 0.0067 0.2256 
jog 0 27 9.6406 17.3594 give -0.0482 -0.3685 5.2792 
tʃhāɖ 2 30 11.4259 20.5741 give -0.0471 -0.3058 4.0007 
jaɳ 0 18 6.4271 11.5729 give -0.0321 -0.3646 3.496 
baɖh 0 16 5.713 10.287 give -0.0286 -0.3637 3.103 
āɳ 0 15 5.3559 9.6441 give -0.0268 -0.3633 2.9069 
pakā 0 14 4.9989 9.0011 give -0.025 -0.3629 2.7112 
lagā 0 13 4.6418 8.3582 give -0.0232 -0.3625 2.5157 
paʈhā 0 12 4.2847 7.7153 give -0.0214 -0.362 2.3204 
pherā 0 10 3.5706 6.4294 give -0.0179 -0.3612 1.9309 
rakh 0 9 3.2135 5.7865 give -0.0161 -0.3608 1.7365 
d̪ekh 1 10 3.9277 7.0723 give -0.0146 -0.2696 1.267 
kam 0 6 2.1424 3.8576 give -0.0107 -0.3595 1.1552 
d̪e 2 11 4.6418 8.3582 give -0.0132 -0.2063 0.9923 
badaɭ 0 5 1.7853 3.2147 give -0.0089 -0.3591 0.9619 
bujh 0 5 1.7853 3.2147 give -0.0089 -0.3591 0.9619 
miʃ 0 5 1.7853 3.2147 give -0.0089 -0.3591 0.9619 
kar 0 4 1.4282 2.5718 give -0.0071 -0.3587 0.769 
ba t̪ 0 4 1.4282 2.5718 give -0.0071 -0.3587 0.769 
kāɖh 0 4 1.4282 2.5718 give -0.0071 -0.3587 0.769 
uʈh 0 4 1.4282 2.5718 give -0.0071 -0.3587 0.769 
ɖhāɭ 1 6 2.4994 4.5006 give -0.0075 -0.2159 0.6559 
khol 1 6 2.4994 4.5006 give -0.0075 -0.2159 0.6559 
phiŋ  1 6 2.4994 4.5006 give -0.0075 -0.2159 0.6559 
bas 0 3 1.0712 1.9288 give -0.0054 -0.3583 0.5763 
bhar 0 3 1.0712 1.9288 give -0.0054 -0.3583 0.5763 
bik 0 3 1.0712 1.9288 give -0.0054 -0.3583 0.5763 
eɖ 0 3 1.0712 1.9288 give -0.0054 -0.3583 0.5763 
khoɭ 0 3 1.0712 1.9288 give -0.0054 -0.3583 0.5763 
lad̪ 0 3 1.0712 1.9288 give -0.0054 -0.3583 0.5763 
t̪oɭ 0 3 1.0712 1.9288 give -0.0054 -0.3583 0.5763 
uɖ 0 3 1.0712 1.9288 give -0.0054 -0.3583 0.5763 
bhāng 2 6 2.8565 5.1435 give -0.0043 -0.1081 0.3868 
bul 0 2 0.7141 1.2859 give -0.0036 -0.3579 0.3839 
tʃamak 0 2 0.7141 1.2859 give -0.0036 -0.3579 0.3839 
tʃinh 0 2 0.7141 1.2859 give -0.0036 -0.3579 0.3839 
gaɖ 0 2 0.7141 1.2859 give -0.0036 -0.3579 0.3839 
ghas 0 2 0.7141 1.2859 give -0.0036 -0.3579 0.3839 
jhāɖ 0 2 0.7141 1.2859 give -0.0036 -0.3579 0.3839 
kaʈ 0 2 0.7141 1.2859 give -0.0036 -0.3579 0.3839 
kheɭ 0 2 0.7141 1.2859 give -0.0036 -0.3579 0.3839 
lambā 0 2 0.7141 1.2859 give -0.0036 -0.3579 0.3839 
patʃār 0 2 0.7141 1.2859 give -0.0036 -0.3579 0.3839 
phiʈā 0 2 0.7141 1.2859 give -0.0036 -0.3579 0.3839 
phopāɖ 0 2 0.7141 1.2859 give -0.0036 -0.3579 0.3839 
phul 0 2 0.7141 1.2859 give -0.0036 -0.3579 0.3839 
purā 0 2 0.7141 1.2859 give -0.0036 -0.3579 0.3839 
ʃujh 0 2 0.7141 1.2859 give -0.0036 -0.3579 0.3839 
ʈāɳ 1 3 1.4282 2.5718 give -0.0021 -0.1076 0.2593 
āɖ 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
āuj 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
aʈak 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
bāɖh 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
bag 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
bhās 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
boɭ 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
buj 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
tʃāhn 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
tʃāp 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
tʃal 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
tʃet 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
tʃh_ 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
tʃhuʈ 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
ɖāk 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
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ɖer 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
gaɳ 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
goɭ 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
haj 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
ho 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
jāɭ 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
jam 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
jhink 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
jhul 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
joɖ 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
kāmuɖ bidār 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
katʃāɖ 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
khuā 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
kiɭ 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
kiɳ 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
kunɖā 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
libh 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
maɖā 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
meɭ 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
miɭ 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
ojāɖ 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
olaʈā 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
pāʃor 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
pahantʃ 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
phānk 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
saɖh  0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
saj 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
samarp 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
sutʃ 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
ʈek 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
ʈhel 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
t̪ho 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
ʈip 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
t̪ulā 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
upāɖ 0 1 0.3571 0.6429 give -0.0018 -0.3575 0.1918 
khump 1 2 1.0712 1.9288 give -4e-04 -0.0238 0.1495 
 
If your collostruction strength is based on p-values, it can be interpreted as 

follows: Coll.strength>3 => p<0.001; coll.strength>2 => p<0.01; coll.strength>1.30103 
=> p<0.05. 
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Table: 9. Verbs shared by ‘V-go’ and ‘V-fall’ 

 Main verb English gloss -fall -go 
1.  ho become 191 138 
2.  khas slip, fall 20 1 
3.  bāhār get ready, come out 27 6 
4.  bas sit 17 5 
5.  ʃo sleep 15 4 
6.  lāg touch 18 9 
7.  bhāŋ break 13 7 
8.  uʈh wake up; get up 4 4 
9.  gaɖ roll 3 3 
10.  baɭ leave out 1 1 
11.  bul turn 1 1 
12.  mauɭ fade 1 1 
 TOTAL  311 180 

 

Table: 10. Verbs shared by ‘V-drop’ and ‘V-give’ 

 Main verb English gloss -drop -give 
1.  dhar catch 23 3 
2.  kāʈ cut, slit, dissect, shave 21 6 
3.  kar do 108 127 
4.  giɭ swallow 12 2 
5.  mār hit, kill 20 10 
6.  kah speak, tell 17 14 
7.  bānd̪h tie 8 5 
8.  pot̪ bury 6 4 
9.  has laugh 5 3 
10.  ghoɖ cover 3 2 
11.  hāɳ chop 2 1 
12.  khā eat 5 6 
13.  pind̪h wear 2 2 
14.  ʃuɳ hear 2 2 
15.  potʃh wipe out, take out 2 3 
16.  tʃintʃ sever, tear apart 1 1 
17.  tʃir tear 1 1 
18.  d̪ho wash 1 1 
19.  d̪ohal shake/stir 1 1 
20.  hal shake 1 1 
21.  makatʃ stamp, crumble 1 1 
22.  moɖ turn 1 1 
23.  pi drink 1 1 
24.  lekh write 4 7 
25.  tʃhāɖ leave out 2 30 
26.  d̪ekh see 1 10 
27.  d̪e give 2 11 
28.  ɖhāɭ pour 1 6 
29.  khol open 1 6 
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30.  phiŋ throw 1 6 
31.  bhāŋ break 2 6 
32.  ʈāɳ pull 1 3 
33.  khump nibble 1 2 
 TOTAL  260 285 

 


